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Technical details

Land van fabricage  Tsjechië

fabrikant Bomma

ontwerper Dechem Studio

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering LED

voltage geschiktheid 230 - 240 Volt

Diameter in cm 10

materiaal kristalglas, metaal

kabel kleur transparant

kabellengte 250 cm

hoogteverstelling hoogte bepaalbaar

base/versie G4

Vermogen (max. Watt) 1,2 Watt

LED inclusief

luifel Dimensions ∅ 6 cm

bulb vervangen: ter plaatse zelf

Dimensions H 15 cm | Ø 10 cm

Omschrijving

The Bomma Dark & Bright Star Small has a mouth-blown glass with a diameter
of 10 cm. Each glass is made individually from mouth-blown crystal glass and
is therefore unique, so small bubbles or irregularities in the glass may occur.
The concentric circles on one side of the lamp create numerous light and
shadow effects on the glass when switched on.

The Dark & Bright Star Small is available in the glass colours white and cigar
brown. The white glasses are made of clear glass with an opaque sand cut, the
cigar brown glasses are completely coloured. Each glass is finished by hand, so
colour intensity and tone may vary. The suspension of the lamp is offered in
brushed brass or anthracite. The canopy has the matching colour to the
suspension in each case. The cable with a maximum length of 250 cm can be
shortened if necessary; special lengths for the cable are also available on
request. The lamp has a G4 socket that is operated with a replaceable LED
retrofit. Bomma also offers the Dark & Bright Star with a diameter of 15 cm as
a Large version or as a chandelier with up to 26 lamps on a canopy.
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